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Abstract

This paper presents distributed and asynchronous active fault management (DA-AFM) to manage renewable energy upon

faults. Addressed here are two challenges in fault management for photovoltaic (PV) farms and wind farms. The first one is the

activation of crowbars in doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) wind turbine systems during fault ride-though. The activation

undesirably makes DFIG-based wind farms lose control and absorb reactive power. The second challenge is implementation of

distributed fault management for distinct PV farms with different objectives and constraints. Coordination for large number of

PV farms facilitates integration of themselves and other renewable energy. To prevent crowbars from being activated, DA-AFM

controls nearby PV farms’ interface converters to smooth voltage drops so that DFIGs experience voltages with a lower dropping

speed. To enable distributed computation of DA-AFM’s optimization formulation, a distributed and asynchronous surrogate

Lagrangian relaxation (DA-SLR) method is devised to coordinate a cluster of PV farms. Simulation results have demonstrated

DA-AFM’s effectiveness in preventing crowbars’ activation in wind farms and in coordinating diverse PV farms.
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Abstract—This paper presents distributed and asynchronous
active fault management (DA-AFM) to manage renewable en-
ergy upon faults. Addressed here are two challenges in fault
management for photovoltaic (PV) farms and wind farms. The
first one is the activation of crowbars in doubly-fed induction
generator (DFIG) wind turbine systems during fault ride-though.
The activation undesirably makes DFIG-based wind farms lose
control and absorb reactive power. The second challenge is
implementation of distributed fault management for distinct PV
farms with different objectives and constraints. Coordination for
large number of PV farms facilitates integration of themselves
and other renewable energy. To prevent crowbars from being ac-
tivated, DA-AFM controls nearby PV farms’ interface converters
to smooth voltage drops so that DFIGs experience voltages with a
lower dropping speed. To enable distributed computation of DA-
AFM’s optimization formulation, a distributed and asynchronous
surrogate Lagrangian relaxation (DA-SLR) method is devised
to coordinate a cluster of PV farms. Simulation results have
demonstrated DA-AFM’s effectiveness in preventing crowbars’
activation in wind farms and in coordinating diverse PV farms.

Keywords—faults, ride through, active fault management
(AFM), PV, wind, surrogate Lagrangian relaxation (SLR)

I. INTRODUCTION

R ENEWABLE energy, e.g., wind and photovataic (PV),
makes up an increasingly larger portion in many bal-

ancing authorities’ generation fleet. New York Independent
System Operation has recently evaluated and implemented
transmission projects to facilitate integration of PV generation
in Upstate and offshore wind generation in Downstate [1].

Fault management for renewable energy when faults happen
on distribution and transmission grids is essential for renew-
able’s integration and power grids’ reliability and resilience
[2], [3]. One contributing factor for the blackout in London
during summer 2019 is tripping of wind farms and PV farms
after lightning-induced faults [4].

Fault-ride through capability is a key component of fault
management. Renewable energy is required to ride through
faults, meaning renewable generators should keep connected to
the grid and output required amount of power upon occurrence
of faults [5]. A widely used fault ride through method for
doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)-based wind farms is
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the crowbar [6]. Crowbars are usually a set of three-phase
resistors and would direct large currents to themselves, thus
protecting DFIGs’ rotor converters. During crowbar’s activa-
tion, however, the rotor converter is short-circuited, rendering
wind farms uncontrollable, and DFIGs act like asynchronous
motors, making wind farms absorbing reactive power.

One issue for PV farms’ fault management is convergent
coordination when individual PV farms have different con-
ditions, objectives and constraints. For example, some PV
farms have batteries installed and thus active power control
is usually not required, because batteries can act as buffer
for active power [7]. For those without batteries, certain
objectives and constraints related to active power, e.g., power
balance, are expected in order to maintain PV farms and
nearby grids’ reliable operation. Existing work on coordination
of renewable energy either focus on normal conditions [8]
instead of transient conditions or assumes generation entities
with similar objectives and constraints [3], [?]. Without proper
coordination, sum of PV farms’ currents could potentially
largely change fault currents, disturbing relay settings [9].

This paper considers the scenario where many PV farms and
one wind farm are connected to the same point of connection
(POC) (Fig. 1), which is inspired by current and future
renewable energy develop plan in Long Island, New York.
The contributions of exploiting distributed and asynchronous
active fault management (DA-AFM) for ultra PV and wind
integration are explained as follows.

1. Leveraging interface converters of nearby PV farms to
smooth voltage drops so that crowbars equipped in DFIG-
based wind farms will not be activated. The reason for large
rotor currents and crowbar activation in DFIGs during faults is
the large voltage change rate rather than the decreased voltage
amplitudes themselves. As a result, if voltage change at wind
farms’ POC can be slowed down, DFIG rotor currents will not
exceed crowbar’s activation thresholds. As will be shown in
results part, reactive power control of DFIG can be resumed
faster without crowbar activation, which is beneficial for the
power grid’s recovery and stability.

2. A distributed and asynchronous surrogate Lagrangian
relaxation (DA-SLR) method [10] is devised to coordinate
various PV farms. Proper coordination of large number of PV
farms is helpful for grid’s recovery from faults and also for
increasing integration of other renewable energy. One distinct
property of DA-SLR is its ability to converge accurately when
different PV farms have different objectives and constraints,
which means distinct subproblems for individual PV farms.
This property gives the developed fault management method
excessive potential to be adopted in reality, considering that a



Fig. 1. Schematic of DA-AFM for ultra PV and wind energy integration.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration for DA-AFM’s first stage, voltage buffer stage.
Two scenarios (1 and 2) are illustrated.

growing number of PV farms of varying owners and specifi-
cations are being planned and built close to each other.

II. METHODS AND FORMULATION OF DA-AFM

DA-AFM for PV farms and wind farms has two consecutive
stages: voltage buffer stage and PV farms coordination stage.
The first stage happens within around 1 cycle ( 0.0167s ) after
faults’ inception. The second stage spans from the end of the
first stage to faults’ clearance.

In the voltage buffer stage, when voltages drop, output
voltages of PV farms’ inverters should also drop to prevent
overcurrents. In constant-current control mode, the inverters’
voltages drop almost as large and as fast as grid voltages (sce-
nario 2 in Fig. 2). When the same quickly changing voltages
are fed to DFIGs, which is the case if PV farms and wind
farms are connected to the same POC, large rotor currents
would be induced. The crowbar then would be switched on
following a reached current threshold, making DFIGs absorb
reactive power from the grid and worsening fault conditions.

The rationale behind DA-AFM’s voltage buffer stage is that
PV farms can be controlled to output voltages that drop slower
than grid voltages (scenario 1 in Fig. 2). Connected to a
slowly changing voltages, DFIGs will not have the crowbar

activated. There is a tradeoff for PV farms between slowing
down voltage sags and outputting large currents. If PV farms’
output voltages drop much slower than grid voltages, which
is good for wind farms, the large voltage differences between
PV farms and the grid, however, can induce large currents,
which may exceed PV farms’ current safety ratings.

In DA-AFM’s second stage, the coordination of PV farms
are formulated as an optimization problem, which is solved
by DA-SLR. Optimization formulation can accommodate each
PV farm’s unique objectives and constraints. It is also flexible
and modular, since changing one PV farm’s objectives and
constraints and adding or subtracting other PV farms in the
formulation need little effort.

In DA-AFM’s optimization formulation, the objective func-
tion has two parts. The first part, fi in (1), is objective
functions with decision variables from just one PV farm. The
second part, f c, is objective functions with decision variables
from more than one PV farm and cannot be expressed as
additions of fi(xi).

min
N∑
i=1

fi(xi) + f c(x) (1)

N indicates the number of PV farms. xi is decision variables
of PV farm i, and x is decision variables of all PV farms.

Similarly, constraints of DA-AFM’s optimization formula-
tion can also be put into two groups: each individual PV farm’s
constraints and system-wide coupling constraints.

Individual PV farm’s constraints, which involve only one
PV farm’s local variables;{

gi(xi) ≤ 0
hi(xi) = 0

i = 1, ..., N (2)

System-wide coupling constraints, which involve variables
from more than one PV farm.{

gc(x) ≤ 0
hc(x) = 0

(3)

III. APPLICATION OF DA-SLR

This section illustrates how DA-SLR decomposes DA-
AFM’s formulation into each PV farm’s subproblem, which
is then solved by each PV farm’s own computation unit.

In formulation (1)-(3), constraints (3) couple more than one
PV farm and are relaxed with Lagrangian multipliers. The
resultant subproblem i for PV farm i is explained as follows.

The minimization objective function has three parts. fi is
the part that only contains PV farm i’s decision variables xi.
f c(x′,xi) is the part that contains not just xi but also decision
variables x′ from other PV farms. λ1 · gc(x) +λ2 ·hc(x) are
relaxation functions obtained from (3).

min fi(xi) + f c(x′,xi) + λ1 · gc(x) + λ2 · hc(x) (4){
gi(xi) ≤ 0
hi(xi) = 0

(5)

x = xi

⋃
x′. xi is decision variables in formulation (4)-(5).

This paper considers two types of PV farms, one with



storage (type 1) and one without (type 2), as shown in Fig.
1. One DA-AFM objective is to manage contributions of PV
farms in increasing fault currents measured at fault locations.
A zero contribution means little effect on the main grid,
which is a desirable property for high integration of renewable
energy. This objective depends on and couples all PV farms’
output currents. The other objective is for PV farms with
storage to output reactive power as much as possible. Reactive
power is beneficial for grid recovery during faulty conditions.
Centralized formulation:

Objective function: current contributions and sum of all type
1 PV farms’ reactive power.

min α1

∑
fp

∣∣∣∣ [Re(IMfp+IDER
fp )]2+[Im(IMfp+IDER

fp )]2

[Re(IMfp)]
2+[Im(IMfp)]

2 − 1

∣∣∣∣
− (1− α1)

∑
iQ

PV
i , α1 ∈ [0, 1] (6)

where

subscript fp: faulty phases, fp ∈ P({a, b, c}).
superscript M : variables related to the main grid.
superscript PV : variables related to individual PV farms.
superscript PV farms: variables related to all PV farms.
α1: the weighting factor.
IMfp: fault currents from the main grid.
IDER
fp = Iwind

fp + IPV farms
fp : summative fault currents in

faulty phase fp from both the wind farm and all PV farms.
QPV

i : reactive power of type 1 PV farm i.

In (6), IPV farms
fp =

∑
i I

PV
i,fp has decision variables from

more than one PV farm. In (6)-(12), i ∈ {type 1 PV farms},
or {type 2 PV farms}, or {all PV farms}, which is easy to tell
from the context. j = {a, b, c}, part or all of the three phases.

System-wide constraint 1: current safety rating for tie-line at
POC. This is to limit the total current flowing to the main grid
from all PV farms. IS,PV farms is the current safety rating.

[Re(IPV farms
j )]2 + [Im(IPV farms

j )]2 ≤ (IS,PV farms)2

(7)

Constraint 1 of type 1 PV farms: current safety rating. IPV
i,j

is the ith PV farm’s output currents in phase j.

[Re(IPV
i,j )]2 + [Im(IPV

i,j )]2 ≤ (IS,PV
i )2 (8)

Constraint 2 of type 1 PV farms: three phase currents sum
to zero. ∑

j I
PV
i,j = 0 (9)

Constraint 1 of type 2 PV farms: output the required active
power. PPV

i =
∑

j [Re(Ui,j)Re(Ii,j) + Im(Ui,j)Im(Ii,j)]. U
is PV farm i’s voltages. P req

i is the required active power for
PV farm i, usually the active power before faults.

PPV
i = P req

i (10)

Constraint 2 of type 2 PV farms: current safety rating.

[Re(IPV
i,j )]2 + [Im(IPV

i,j )]2 ≤ (IS,PV
i )2 (11)

Constraint 3 of type 2 PV farms: three phase currents sum
to zero. ∑

j I
PV
i,j = 0 (12)

Distributed formulation after relaxation with DA-SLR
In DA-SLR, system-wide coupling constraints (7) are re-

laxed and the problem (6)-(12) is decomposed to N subprob-
lems, one subproblem for one PV farm, with N being the total
number of PV farms. A three-element vector g = [ga, gb, gc]
is obtained by relaxing (7).

gj ≡ [Re(IPV farms
j )]2+[Im(IPV farms

j )]2−(IS,PV farms)2

(13)
The following are subproblem formulations for individual

PV farms of both type 1 and type 2. In (14)-(20), λ =
[λa, λb, λc], Lagrange multipliers corresponding to (13).
For type 1 PV farms

min α1

∑
fp

∣∣∣∣ [Re(IMfp+IDER
fp )]2+[Im(IMfp+IDER

fp )]2

[Re(IMfp)]
2+[Im(IMfp)]

2 − 1

∣∣∣∣
− (1− α1)QPV

i + λTg (14)

subject to

[Re(IPV
i,j )]2 + [Im(IPV

i,j )]2 ≤ (IS,PV
i )2 (15)∑

j I
PV
i,j = 0 (16)

i ∈ {type 1 PV farms}, j = {a, b, c}.
For type 2 PV farms

min
∑

fp

∣∣∣∣ [Re(IMfp+IDER
fp )]2+[Im(IMfp+IDER

fp )]2

[Re(IMfp)]
2+[Im(IMfp)]

2 − 1

∣∣∣∣+ λTg (17)

subject to

PPV
i = P req

i (18)

[Re(IPV
i,j )]2 + [Im(IPV

i,j )]2 ≤ (IS,PV
i )2 (19)∑

j I
PV
i,j = 0 (20)

i ∈ {type 2 PV farms}, j = {a, b, c}.
During DA-AFM’s coordination, when a PV farm finishes

its one round computation, it sends its newest results to the
coordinator. The coordinator then updates λ and sends updated
λ to all PV farms. This process repeats until convergence.

IV. CASE STUDY

DA-AFM’s effectiveness is demonstrated with Matlab sim-
ulations. DA-AFM results are compared with the scenario
where DA-AFM, i.e., voltage buffer and PV farms coordi-
nation, is not implemented.

A. System Description

In the simulated system, two PV farms and one wind farm
are connected to the same POC of 690 V, which is then
connected to 110 kV power grid through two transformers, one
with voltage ratings 690 V/27 kV and the other 27 kV/110 kV.
The wind farm is represented by a DFIG wind turbine, whose
stator is directly connected to the 690 V grid. PV farms are
connected to the 690 V grid via three-phase power converters.



Fig. 3. Voltages at (a) fault locations, and (b) PV and wind farms’ POC.

Fig. 4. (a) Phase a fault currents at fault locations. iM are fault currents
from the main grid. iDER are summative fault currents from two PV farms
and the wind farm. iM + iDER are fault currents into the ground. (b) Active
power and reactive power of PV farm 1 and PV farm 2.

PV farm 1 is of 3.0 MW capacity and has batteries. PV
farm 2 is of 2.0 MW capacity and has no battery. The wind
farm is rated at 2.0 MW. Before faults, PV farm 1, PV farm
2 and the wind farm output 1.0 MW, 1.0 MW, and 2.0 MW
active power, respectively, all with power factor 1.0. Resistive
faults are simulated on the 110 kV grid.

B. Three-phase-to-ground (3PG) faults

Resistors of 650 Ω are connected to the 110 kV grid to
simulate 3PG faults at 0.4 s. Voltage buffer stage spans from
0.4 s to 0.42 s, since voltages at fault locations have relatively
stabilized after 0.42 s. Fig. 3 shows voltages at fault locations
and at PV and wind farms’ POC. Even though immediately
after faults, voltage vectors at fault locations change abruptly,
voltage vectors at PV farms terminal are controlled to change
much less abruptly than at fault locations. Since the wind farm

Fig. 5. DA-AFM results for the wind farm. (a) Rotor currents in DFIG wind
turbine. (b) Active and reactive power outputted by the wind farm.

Fig. 6. Results without DA-AFM: PV farms output voltages.

and PV farms are connected to the same POC, the wind farm
would experience voltages of lower change rates, which has
prevented the crowbar activation in the simulation and hence
helped the wind farm resume PQ control faster.

DA-AFM’s second stage, PV farms coordination stage,
kicks off at 0.42 s upon the ending of voltage buffer stage. As
we recall from (6), DA-AFM has two objectives during coordi-
nation stage: minimizing current contributions and maximizing
reactive power output for type 1 PV farms. Fig. 4 (a) and
(b) show fault currents at fault locations and two PV farms’
output power, respectively. Phase a fault current to the ground,
iM + iDER, is controlled to have the same amplitude as phase
a fault current from the main grid, iM , which means zero
contribution in increasing total fault currents. This is achieved
by controlling the amplitude and angle of PV farms currents.
PV farm 1 increases reactive power output from 0 MW to
2.65 MW, and PV farm 2 keeps its active power output at 1.0
MW. Both PV farms operate as required, as type 1 PV farms
with batteries are required to output as large reactive power as
possible to support grid recovery and type 2 PV farms without
batteries are required to output the same active power as before
faults to keep type 2 PV farm and nearby grid network stable.

Fig. 5 shows DFIG’s rotor currents and its output power.
During DA-AFM’s voltage buffer stage, since the DFIG ex-
periences voltages of a less changing rate, rotor currents are
always below crowbar activation threshold ( 1.5 times current
ratings in the simulation), and the crowbar is not activated.



Fig. 7. Results without DA-AFM: (a) rotor currents in DFIG wind turbine;
(b) crowbar activation signal. 1 means activated and 0 means not activated.

Fig. 8. Results without DA-AFM. (a) Phase a fault currents at fault locations.
iM are fault currents from the main grid. iDER are summative fault currents
from both PV farms and the wind farm. iM + iDER are fault currents into
the ground. (b) Active and reactive power for PV farm 1.

DFIG’s rotor converter always keeps synchronized with the
rest grid system and can resume PQ control quickly. Reactive
power is controlled to be 1.4 MW after 0.42 s in Fig. 5.

C. Without DA-AFM

A comparative case is simulated for which DA-AFM is not
implemented. This means PV farms don’t slow down voltage
changing rates or coordinate with each other during faults.
Instead, they adopt PQ control methods, keeping their active
power and reactive power unchanged within current ratings.
Similar to the case in IV-B, resistors of 650 Ω are connected
to the 110 kV grid to simulate 3PG faults at 0.4 s.

Fig. 6 is PV farms output voltages, which drop much
quicker than those in Fig. 3 (b) after 0.4 s. When these quickly
changing voltages are fed into the DFIG-based wind farm, the
rotor currents would increase beyond the crowbar activation

threshold, 6126 A in the simulation, and crowbar will be
activated, as shown in Fig. 7 (b).

Fig. 8 shows phase a fault currents at fault locations and
PV farm 1’s active power and reactive power. PV farms have
no coordination between them and they maintain their own
power output during faults. As a result, the fault current from
the main grid and the total ground fault current are 81 A and
100 A, respectively, meaning PV and wind farms contribute a
23.5 % fault current increase.

V. CONCLUSION

Distributed and asynchronous active fault management
(DA-AFM) is established to realize ultra integration of PV
and wind energy, allowing them to ride through faults and
to provide ancillary support. DA-AFM has two consecutive
stages: voltage buffer stage and PV farms coordination stage,
aiming to prevent crowbar activation in DFIG-based wind
farms and to distributedly coordinate PV farms of diverse
properties, respectively. These two aims are achieved by
leveraging controllability of PV farms interface converters
and devising a distributed and asynchronous surrogate
Lagrangian relaxation (DA-SLR) method, respectively. DA-
AFM has been demonstrated effective in its two stages. PV
and wind farms can switch to DA-AFM mode by using
reference currents from DA-AFM algorithm upon detection
of faults. The rational of exploiting interface converters’
flexibility and optimization-based coordination can also be
applied to DC, or hybrid grids. DA-AFM for thousands of
PV farms and robustness analysis for DA-AFM are in the plan.
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